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三、試題答錯者不倒扣。 

I. Sentence Completion(40%) 

1. Every summer we go back to our hometown for the _____ family gathering.  
 biennial   annual  semi-annual   year-long 

2. Instead of buying a new house, Sam decided to _____ several rooms in his home.  
 duplicate   establish  refurbish  fabricate 

3. Before she leaves the company, Ann is _____ all the books she lent to her colleagues.  
 subscribing   borrowing   alleviating  retrieving 

4. It took the teachers many days to understand the _____ outline of the new curriculum.  
 simplistic   detailed   persuasive   fictional 

5. The TV announcer used a _____ in place of the improper word used by the angry man.  
 compilation   riposte   euphemism   critique 

6. Without a map, Brando _____ the streets of Paris for hours before he found his hotel.  
 wandered   hurdled   perused   dabbled 

7. Since Kelly arrived at the meeting so late, she was _____ the opportunity to speak.  
 deprived  condemned   exchanged   preceded 

8. The beautifully designed house fit the _____ of the hillside, blending in nicely with the terrain.  
 remnant  mosaic   contour  cask 

9. Often, the _____ of the journey is more exciting than the actual trip.  
 multitude  anticipation   designation  exclamation 

10. After Tim asked Jessica to marry him, she _____ for a moment and then said “yes”.  
 proposed   hesitated   annotated  interpreted 

11. With business booming, our company is planning a big _____ in the size of our office.  
 excursion   explanation  execution  expansion 

12. The spicy Thai peppers were so _____ that Sam had to drink four bottles of water.  
 immense   intense   incensed   inference 

13. Talented singer Mia Lee will be aiming to _____ the champion, Tim Liu in tonight’s competition.  
 forewarn   mediate   dethrone   salvage 

14. Jo turned her painting hobby into a thriving _____ venture by selling her artwork online.  
 commercial  fabrication   purchasing   reactionary 

15. City council will _____ six proposals for the new school and choose the best one.  
 evaluate   excavate   eliminate   emulate 

16. Kim’s initial _____ into the dog training business didn’t go well due to a lack of funds.  
 praise   foray   breed  grind 

17. Jack has had a successful career because he’s so _____ and is a smooth talker.  
 delirious   ambitious  cautious   extraneous 

18. The sculptor _____ chipped away at the stone so he didn’t ruin his masterpiece.  
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 delicately   forcefully   callously   naively 

19. A brief calm in the storm gave the pilot a _____ to take off on his journey.  
 hazard   proximity   window   thrust 

20. Mr. Schmedley has been _____ his speech for tomorrow’s big tech conference.  
 debugging   underscoring   rehearsing   programming 

II. Cloze(30%) 

A trip through Portugal’s Douro Valley is like going back in time, as visitors experience wineries that still make wine 
the  21  way. Most of the wineries harvest their grapes from grapevines that line the steep canyons, and then process the 
grapes in ancient buildings. Crushing of the grapes is done by the traditional  22 , with employees going barefoot into 
large barrels. Then, music is played, and the grape stompers literally dance while they perform their work. The human 
touch of bare feet on the grapes  23  the grape seeds from breaking, which would release bitterness into the juice. 

There are several modes of transportation  24  for a tour of Portugal’s wine country. Visitors can hire a car, take a 
train tour or relax on one of the boats that navigate the nearby rivers. In addition to tasting  25  wines, tourists can lodge 
in rustic inns and dine at authentic restaurants. 
21.  non-member   well-placed   old-fashioned  high-tech 

22.  theory   training   method   instruction 

23.  prevents   proceeds   promotes   predicts 

24.  judicial   defensible   cautious   available 

25.  desultory   capricious   exquisite   impertinent 

The United States government’s Consumer Product Safety Commission recently  26  a new lab for testing products. 
For years the commission had been using an outdated facility that was too small, which forced the government to  27  
much of their testing to private firms. This new lab employs twice as many specialists as the old lab and features the latest 
technology to speed up testing. 

Products both imported and those produced domestically will be analyzed for safety and quality  28 . Due to the wide 
range of production practices around the globe, many products are unsafe, and each year they  29  thousands of 
consumers. Products are confiscated at ports or gathered via unannounced sweeps of retail locations. Testing also includes 
chemical analysis to determine if the products contain any  30  chemicals. Every test is recorded, along with any product 
risks. These records help to keep track of manufacturers who produce problem products. 
26.  delegated   unveiled   simplified  garnered 

27.  dissent   abandon   implore  outsource 

28.  increments   standards   declarations   prospects 

29.  defray   affirm   injure   modify 

30.  manic   stoic   heroic   toxic 

Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich is the  31  owner of the world’s biggest yacht, the Eclipse. This stunning 
boat is 557 feet long and contains some of the most  32  equipment ever installed on a yacht. The ship features a 
missile-defense system, underwater motion-and-heat sensors, and anti-paparazzi lasers to protect Abramovich’s  33. 
There’s also a 12-seat anti-piracy submarine that can be launched through a hatch in the ship’s hull, and it can dive to a 
depth of 160 feet. 

To  34  Abramovich to join the yacht while it is at sea, there are two helicopter landing pads and a hangar large 
enough for two helicopters. Accommodations for guests include two swimming pools, three dining rooms, a cinema and a 
medical clinic. The Eclipse is the third mega-yacht in Abramovich’s fleet and is  35  by a crew of 70. At a cost of $1.2 
billion, the Eclipse is also the world’s most expensive yacht. 
31.  modest  sloppy   rhetorical  proud 
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32.  reverberated   exacerbated   sophisticated   permutated 

33.  refund   privacy  insight   density 

34.  enable   retain   abridge   bestow 

35.  submerged   constructed  embraced  maintained 

III. Please choose one best answer to each of the following questions.(20%) 

36. This Molecular Cloning Manual is _____ for graduate students studying molecular biology in the laboratory. 
 indigenous     diligent    indispensable    pre-eminent 

37. He has made _____ plans to take a trip to London in August, 2012. 
 tenuous    terrestrial    omnivorous    tentative 

38. Beta amyloid plays a(n) _____ role in the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease. 
 pivotal    irrelevant    fluctuating    philanthropic 

39. The oil spill on the ocean has _____ consequences for fish. 
 cohesive         lapidary      devastating    beneficial 

40. Drinking too much is _____ to your health. 
 advocating       detrimental    deliberating    deciduous 

41. His written English is _____. Very few scholars can understand it. 
 commensurate    horrific    squidgy    spluttering 

42. This medicine can _____ his pain. That’s the reason why he feels better now. 
 aggravate     alleviate    corroborate    decoct 

43. The _____ disease quickly swept through this nation, leaving many citizens dead. 
 convivial     imminent     virulent    petulant 

44. He is so _____ that no one can change his mind. 
 fraternal      redolent       stubborn    fragrant 

45. Taipei Medical University _____ a new policy of scholarships to recruit outstanding graduate students. 
 implements    subjugates    obfuscates    gesticulates 

IV. Please choose one best phrase to complete each of the following questions.(10%) 

46. The divorced couple told their friends that they really _____ when they were living together.  
 went like hot cakes       split a gut    
 got on each other’s nerves     got the boot 

47. They were very unhappily married but _____ for the sake of their children. 
 gave each other a light   gave up each other     kept up faces    kept up appearances 

48. Low consumer demands have forced the company to _____ a wide range of its products, sometimes by as much as 
25%. 
 reduce down       turn down      mark down    pay down 

49. Mary and Michael are a married couple. If Mary gets a job, Michael will have to _____ at home. 
 enjoy the slack    prepare the slack    take up the slack    move the slack 

50. When you criticized John’s girlfriend, you really _____. 
 got his back up       took a nosedive 
 had butterflies in your stomach    talked your head off 


